Dabigatran and myocardial infarction: a foggy scenario
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Dear editor

The pooled analysis from Clemens et al1 furnishes an up-to-date contribution on the scenario of the risk of myocardial infarction (MI) of patients on dabigatran in any disease setting, formulating a “non-guilty” sentence in favor of dabigatran in terms of net clinical benefit, even though the authors did find an absolute increase in MIs. We believe that this contribution may represent further evidence favoring the overall efficacy of dabigatran, in agreement with data from Hohnloser et al2 who analyzed the cardiovascular (CV) ischemic outcomes from the RE-LY (Randomized Evaluation of Long-term anticoagulant therapy) study and finding no statistically significant difference of MI between dabigatran and the comparison treatment, and with those from Dans et al3 who considered solely CV mortality with no further discrimination. Essentially, this represents the leitmotif of the last three years after the revised adjudication of cardiovascular events in the RE-LY study4 with a non-significant increase in MIs with dabigatran at any dose (for 150 mg twice a day, relative risk 1.27, 0.94–1.71, P=0.12).

However, a recent meta-analysis from Artang et al5 supports the hypothesis that direct thrombin inhibitors as a class may induce more MIs, and that this may not be solely attributed to lack of protective effect of warfarin. The pathophysiologic concept that warfarin may handle more effectively the thrombin burst in acute coronary syndromes with respect to direct thrombin inhibitors6 is very appealing and is highlighted by the results from Lip and Lane,7 furnishing sufficient explanation for the meta-analytical results against MI.8,9

On these grounds, we think it could be useful to share some considerations to gain an in-depth understanding of a complex and undefined phenomenon in the absence of specific randomized trials addressing MI. Firstly, the pre-specified criteria of MI were erratically declared in the studies included in any meta-analysis, thus representing a confounding factor in terms of homogeneity and ultimately in the identification of CV outcomes. Moreover, there is no doubt that ST elevation and non-ST elevation MI are two distinct pathophysiological entities, whereas the latter may be frequently not related to coronary atherosclerosis. Unfortunately, this issue was not specified in randomized trials involving direct thrombin inhibitors.

Another pitfall may be attributed to lack of evaluation of the concomitant pre-existing antiplatelet medication throughout the studies, with potential confounding effects on CV outcomes. To our knowledge there are no published data regarding...
this issue (with the exception of bleeding events), and this may be the reason for which the authors did not consider concomitant antiplatelet therapy as a variable in the analysis.

In a similar fashion, Artang et al⁵ did not take into consideration co-medication with aspirin and/or clopidogrel on outcomes. Nonetheless, it would be interesting to evaluate the potential protective effect of antiplatelet therapy together with dabigatran.

In this unclear scenario we are of the opinion that craving prospective data instead of additional confusing and contradictory meta-analyses may lead to more convincing and sound results for everyday clinical practice. Recently the FDA has proposed a study that will use data from the FDA Mini-Sentinel Distributed Database (MSDD) including nearly 100 million patients to assess systematically the rates of bleeding and thromboembolic outcomes associated with the use of dabigatran and warfarin for patients with atrial fibrillation, and that will furnish additional information regarding MIs (http://mini-sentinel.org/assessments/medical_events/details.aspx?ID=219).
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We appreciate the comments and agree with the discussion points raised by Pontillo and Patruno on the challenges of the numerous recent meta-analysis regarding myocardial infarction (MI) in patients with atrial fibrillation (AF). As mentioned by Pontillo and Patruno, the intent of our meta-analysis was to further understand MI aspects in studies with dabigatran etexilate in a broader evaluation of studies, higher number of patients, and by using individual patient data in contrast to previous analyses by others. We agree that the conclusions made by Hohnloser et al1 and also Dans et al2 are the most rigorous and highest quality prospective evaluation of the aspects around MI. Our analysis supports their conclusion that the overall favorable risk-benefit profile of dabigatran in the prevention of cardiovascular outcomes in patients with AF, with or without concomitant antiplatelet treatment, is favorable to warfarin. This conclusion is further supported by a number of preclinical data showing a favorable effect of dabigatran on progression of coronary artery disease (CAD) eg, plaque stability and growth.3

As mentioned by Pontillo and Patruno, meta-analyses are less stringent when compared to prospectively conducted clinical trials regarding true observed effects. However, there is a major difference between our meta-analysis and others. Most meta-analyses pool dabigatran data across different dosages, different indications and comparators, and different patient populations with a variable set of risk factors, not taking into account the influence which these differences may have on the MI profile of the drug. We tried to address some of these limitations by eg, grouping the results with the same comparators and by using patient level data. With this we believe that the results of our analysis seem to be of the best achievable quality in the field of meta-analyses. So overall the conclusion on the available clinical and also pre-clinical evidence can be drawn that MI is not an adverse drug reaction of the direct thrombin inhibitor (DTI), dabigatran.

The hypothesis by Dale et al,4 the lack of inhibition of the “thrombin burst” by a DTI versus a factor Xa inhibitor is based on an assay performed in a test tube under static conditions, without endothelium or vessel wall and is probably a large oversimplification of a clinical scenario. It may or may not have clinical relevance. Interestingly when looking into higher risk patients (eg, patients with acute coronary syndrome [ACS]) no significant reduction of the individual outcome of MI by the factor Xa inhibitor rivaroxaban was shown in the ATLAS ACS 2-TIMI 51 (Anti-Xa Therapy to Lower Cardiovascular Events in Addition to Standard Therapy in Subjects with Acute Coronary Syndrome ACS2-Thrombolysis In Myocardial Infarction 51) trial.5 Furthermore, no dose response was seen in this trial. Only the composite of cardiovascular endpoints, as in RE-LY (Randomized Evaluation of Long-term anticoagulant therapY), allowed for significant results – but as in contrast to RE-LY, this was a comparison versus placebo. Quite confusing is the aspect that rivaroxaban was used in a twice daily dosing with a four times lower dosing compared to the once daily dose used in patients with AF. For apixaban versus placebo no MI reduction was evident in ACS patients either and the benefit risk ratio did not support for such an indication.6 On the other hand the DTI bivalirudin shows clear benefit in this patient population7 but mainly due to a better bleeding profile. The injectable factor Xa inhibitor otamixaban failed to show benefits in this setting mainly driven by a worse safety profile in terms of bleeding.8

We therefore finally agree with Pontillo and Patruno that only well designed prospective evaluations of the new oral anticoagulants (NOACs) will clarify these somewhat confusing findings around MI – also especially when compared to active controls like well-controlled warfarin. Therefore, the results of the new studies which look into this aspect specifically, are eagerly awaited: the RE-DUAL PCI trial9 comparing dabigatran etexilate versus warfarin in patients undergoing PCI with stent implantation in AF patients; this trial announced recently at the American Heart Association congress,3 and an investigator initiated trial, the Management of Myocardial Injury After Noncardiac Surgery Trial (MANAGE trial),10 which evaluates dabigatran in a placebo environment. We are looking forward to the results of these prospective randomized trials to provide further data on dabigatran etexilate in patients at risk of recurrent MI.
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